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The Evolution of Cognition Cecilia M. Heyes 2000
In the last decade,
"evolutionary psychology" has
come to refer exclusively to
research on human mentality
and behavior, motivated by a
nativist interpretation of how
evolution operates. This book
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

encompasses the behavior and
mentality of nonhuman as well
as human animals and a full
range of evolutionary
approaches. Rather than a
collection by and for the likeminded, it is a debate about
how evolutionary processes
have shaped cognition. The
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debate is divided into five
sections: Orientations, on the
phylogenetic, ecological, and
psychological/comparative
approaches to the evolution of
cognition; Categorization, on
how various animals parse
their environments, how they
represent objects and events
and the relations among them;
Causality, on whether and in
what ways nonhuman animals
represent cause and effect
relationships; Consciousness,
on whether it makes sense to
talk about the evolution of
consciousness and whether the
phenomenon can be
investigated empirically in
nonhuman animals; and
Culture, on the cognitive
requirements for nongenetic
transmission of information
and the evolutionary
consequences of such cultural
exchange. ContributorsBernard
Balleine, Patrick Bateson,
Michael J. Beran, M. E.
Bitterman, Robert Boyd, Nicola
Clayton, Juan Delius, Anthony
Dickinson, Robin Dunbar, D.P.
Griffiths, Bernd Heinrich,
Cecilia Heyes, William A. Hillix,
Ludwig Huber, Nicholas
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

Humphrey, Masako Jitsumori,
Louis Lefebvre, Nicholas
Mackintosh, Euan M. Macphail,
Peter Richerson, Duane M.
Rumbaugh, Sara Shettleworth,
Martina Siemann, Kim
Sterelny, Michael Tomasello,
Laura Weiser, Alexandra Wells,
Carolyn Wilczynski, David
Sloan Wilson
Cognitive Ethology - Carolyn A.
Ristau 2014-02-25
This collection of essays was
written by former students,
associates, admirers, critics
and friends of Donald R. Griffin
-- the creator of cognitive
ethology. Stimulated by his
work, this volume presents
ideas and experiments in the
field of cognitive ethology -- the
exploration of the mental
experiences of animals as they
behave in their natural
environment during the course
of their normal lives. Cognitive
Ethology discusses the
possibility that animals may
have abilities to experience,
communicate, reason, and plan
beyond those usually ascribed
to them in a "black box" or
"stimulus-response"
interpretation of their
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behavior. Contributions from
scientists who have been
associated with or influenced
by Griffin offer a lively array of
views, some disparate from one
another and some especially
selected to present approaches
contrary to his.
The Oxford Handbook of
Comparative Evolutionary
Psychology - Jennifer Vonk
2012-02-13
This volume brings together
leading experts in comparative
and evolutionary psychology.
Top scholars summarize the
histories and possible futures
of their disciplines, and the
contribution of each to
illuminating the evolutionary
forces that give rise to unique
abilities in distantly and closely
related species.
Animal Wise - Virginia Morell
2013
Looks at the interactions that
have occurred between
scientists and animal subjects
and explains what is being
discovered about how and what
animals think and feel and the
ethical questions that these
new findings are raising.
The Animal Mind - Kristin
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

Andrews 2014-10-30
The study of animal cognition
raises profound questions
about the minds of animals and
philosophy of mind itself.
Aristotle argued that humans
are the only animal to laugh,
but in recent experiments rats
have also been shown to laugh.
In other experiments, dogs
have been shown to respond
appropriately to over two
hundred words in human
language. In this introduction
to the philosophy of animal
minds Kristin Andrews
introduces and assesses the
essential topics, problems and
debates as they cut across
animal cognition and
philosophy of mind. She
addresses the following key
topics: what is cognition, and
what is it to have a mind? What
questions should we ask to
determine whether behaviour
has a cognitive basis? the
science of animal minds
explained: ethology,
behaviourist psychology, and
cognitive ethology rationality in
animals animal consciousness:
what does research into pain
and the emotions reveal? What
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can empirical evidence about
animal behaviour tell us about
philosophical theories of
consciousness? does animal
cognition involve belief and
concepts; do animals have a
‘Language of Thought’? animal
communication other minds: do
animals attribute ‘mindedness’
to other creatures? moral
reasoning and ethical
behaviour in animals animal
cognition and memory.
Extensive use of empirical
examples and case studies is
made throughout the book.
These include Cheney and
Seyfarth’s ververt monkey
research, Thorndike’s cat
puzzle boxes, Jensen’s research
into humans and chimpanzees
and the ultimatum game,
Pankseep and Burgdorf’s
research on rat laughter, and
Clayton and Emery’s research
on memory in scrub-jays.
Additional features such as
chapter summaries, annotated
further reading and a glossary
make this an indispensable
introduction to those teaching
philosophy of mind, animal
cognition. It will also be an
excellent resource for those in
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

fields such as ethology, biology
and psychology.
Animal Behavior - Michael D.
Breed 2022-01-12
Animal Behavior, Third Edition
covers animal behavior from its
neurological underpinnings to
the importance of behavior in
conservation. The book's
authors, Michael Breed and
Janice Moore, bring almost 60
years of combined experience
as university professors, much
of that teaching animal
behavior. Chapters cover this
social behavior and the
relationship between parasites,
pathogens and behavior.
Thoughtful coverage has also
been given to foraging
behavior, mating and parenting
behavior, anti-predator
behavior, and learning. The
book addresses the
physiological foundations of
behavior in a way that is both
accessible and inviting, with
each chapter beginning with
learning objectives and ending
with thought-provoking
questions. Additionally, special
terms and definitions are
highlighted throughout,
making this book an essential
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work for students and
academic seeking a foundation
in the field. Provides a rich
resource on animal science and
behavior for students and
professors from a wide range
of life science disciplines
Features updated and revised
chapters, with new case
studies and high-definition
illustrations Highlights new
focuses on animal welfare
issues and companion animal
behavior
Animal Thinking - Randolf
Menzel 2011-11-04
Experts from psychology,
neuroscience, philosophy,
ecology, and evolutionary
biology assess the field of
animal cognition. Do animals
have cognitive maps? Do they
possess knowledge? Do they
plan for the future? Do they
understand that others have
mental lives of their own? This
volume provides a state-of-theart assessment of animal
cognition, with experts from
psychology, neuroscience,
philosophy, ecology, and
evolutionary biology
addressing these questions in
an integrative fashion. It
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

summarizes the latest
research, identifies areas
where consensus has been
reached, and takes on current
controversies. Over the last
thirty years, the field has
shifted from the collection of
anecdotes and the pursuit of
the subjective experience of
animals to a rigorous,
hypothesis-driven experimental
approach. Taking a skeptical
stance, this volume stresses
the notion that in many cases
relatively simple rules may
account for rather complex and
flexible behaviors. The book
critically evaluates current
concepts and puts a strong
focus on the psychological
mechanisms that underpin
animal behavior. It offers
comparative analyses that
reveal common principles as
well as adaptations that
evolved in particular species in
response to specific selective
pressures. It assesses
experimental approaches to the
study of animal navigation,
decision making, social
cognition, and communication
and suggests directions for
future research. The book
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promotes a research program
that seeks to understand
animals' cognitive abilities and
behavioral routines as
individuals and as members of
social groups.
Dog Behaviour, Evolution,
and Cognition - Ádám Miklósi
2015
A comprehensive update to the
first monograph on dog
behaviour, evolution and
cognition.
Psychological Mechanisms in
Animal Communication - Mark
A. Bee 2017-01-26
This book analyzes the
psychological mechanisms
critical to animal
communication. The topics
covered range from single
neurons to broad-scale
phylogenetic patterns,
shedding new light on the
sensory, perceptual, and
cognitive processes that
underlie the communicative
behaviors of signalers and
receivers alike. In so doing, the
contributing authors
collectively integrate research
questions and methods from
behavioral ecology, cognitive
ethology, comparative
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

psychology, evolutionary
biology, sensory ecology, and
neuroscience. No less broad is
the volume’s taxonomic
coverage, which spans bees to
blackbirds to baboons. The
ultimate goal of the book is to
stimulate additional research
into the diversity and evolution
of the psychological
mechanisms that make animal
communication possible.
Cognition, Evolution, and
Behavior - Sara J.
Shettleworth 2010-04-10
How do animals perceive the
world, learn, remember, search
for food or mates,
communicate, and find their
way around? Do any nonhuman
animals count, imitate one
another, use a language, or
have a culture? What are the
uses of cognition in nature and
how might it have evolved?
What is the current status of
Darwin's claim that other
species share the same "mental
powers" as humans, but to
different degrees? In this
completely revised second
edition of Cognition, Evolution,
and Behavior, Sara
Shettleworth addresses these
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questions, among others, by
integrating findings from
psychology, behavioral ecology,
and ethology in a unique and
wide-ranging synthesis of
theory and research on animal
cognition, in the broadest
sense--from species-specific
adaptations of vision in fish and
associative learning in rats to
discussions of theory of mind in
chimpanzees, dogs, and ravens.
She reviews the latest research
on topics such as episodic
memory, metacognition, and
cooperation and otherregarding behavior in animals,
as well as recent theories
about what makes human
cognition unique. In every part
of this new edition,
Shettleworth incorporates
findings and theoretical
approaches that have emerged
since the first edition was
published in 1998. The
chapters are now organized
into three sections:
Fundamental Mechanisms
(perception, learning,
categorization, memory),
Physical Cognition (space,
time, number, physical
causation), and Social
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

Cognition (social knowledge,
social learning,
communication). Shettleworth
has also added new chapters
on evolution and the brain and
on numerical cognition, and a
new chapter on physical
causation that integrates
theories of instrumental
behavior with discussions of
foraging, planning, and tool
using.
The Social Dog - Juliane
Kaminski 2014-05-20
Dogs have become the subject
of increasing scientific study
over the past two decades,
chiefly due to their
development of specialized
social skills, seemingly a result
of selection pressures during
domestication to help them
adapt to the human
environment. The Social Dog:
Behaviour and Cognition
includes chapters from leading
researchers in the fields of
social cognition and behavior,
vocalization, evolution, and
more, focusing on topics
including dog-dog and doghuman interaction, bonding
with humans, social behavior
and learning, and more. Dogs
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are being studied in
comparative cognitive sciences
as well as genetics, ethology,
and many more areas. As the
number of published studies
increases, this book aims to
give the reader an overview of
the state of the art on dog
research, with an emphasis on
social behavior and sociocognitive skills. It represents a
valuable resource for students,
veterinarians, dog specialists,
or anyone who wants deeper
knowledge of his or her canine
companion. Reviews the state
of the art of research on dog
social interactions and
cognition Includes topics on
dog-dog as well as dog-human
interactions Features
contributions from leading
experts in the field, which
examine current studies while
highlighting the potential for
future research
Avian Cognition - Carel ten
Cate 2017-06-22
An overview of current
research and experimental
approaches in avian cognition
and how this relates to other
species.
The Cognitive Animal - Marc
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

Bekoff 2002-06-21
The fifty-seven original essays
in this book provide a
comprehensive overview of the
interdisciplinary field of animal
cognition. The contributors
include cognitive ethologists,
behavioral ecologists,
experimental and
developmental psychologists,
behaviorists, philosophers,
neuroscientists, computer
scientists and modelers, field
biologists, and others. The
diversity of approaches is both
philosophical and
methodological, with
contributors demonstrating
various degrees of acceptance
or disdain for such terms as
"consciousness" and varying
degrees of concern for
laboratory experimentation
versus naturalistic research. In
addition to primates,
particularly the nonhuman
great apes, the animals
discussed include antelopes,
bees, dogs, dolphins,
earthworms, fish, hyenas,
parrots, prairie dogs, rats,
ravens, sea lions, snakes,
spiders, and squirrels. The
topics include (but are not
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limited to) definitions of
cognition, the role of anecdotes
in the study of animal
cognition, anthropomorphism,
attention, perception, learning,
memory, thinking,
consciousness, intentionality,
communication, planning, play,
aggression, dominance,
predation, recognition,
assessment of self and others,
social knowledge, empathy,
conflict resolution,
reproduction, parent-young
interactions and caregiving,
ecology, evolution, kin
selection, and neuroethology.
The Behavior of Animals Johan J. Bolhuis 2021-12-29
The Behavior of Animals An
updated view of animal
behavior studies, featuring
global experts The Behavior of
Animals, Second Edition
provides a broad overview of
the current state of animal
behavior studies with
contributions from
international experts. This
edition includes new chapters
on hormones and behavior,
individuality, and human
evolution. All chapters have
been thoroughly revised and
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

updated, and are supported by
color illustrations, informative
callouts, and accessible
presentation of technical
information. Provides an
introduction to the study of
animal behavior Looks at an
extensive scope of topics- from
perception, motivation and
emotion, biological rhythms,
and animal learning to animal
cognition, communication,
mate choice, and individuality.
Explores the evolution of
animal behavior including a
critical evaluation of the
assumption that human beings
can be studied as if they were
any other animal species.
Students will benefit from an
updated textbook in which a
variety of contributors provide
their expertise and global
perspective in specialized
areas
Animal Cognition - Mary C.
Olmstead 2016
The study of animal cognition
has undergone enormous
growth in the last two decades.
In the early part of the 20th
century, the work was
conducted primarily by
psychologists who studied
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animal behavior in the
laboratory as a model of human
cognition. By the middle of the
century, ethological studies of
animal behavior in the natural
environment revealed an
amazing array of cognitive
abilities in different species,
worthy of study in their own
right. In many cases, scientists
in these two disciplines were
investigating the same process
(e.g., learning, navigation,
communication) from very
different perspectives.
Psychologists tended to focus
on developmental or
mechanistic explanations,
whereas ethologists and
behavioral ecologists
emphasized adaptive or
functional ones. Eventually, it
became clear that the two
fields are complementary with
a full description of any
cognitive process, depending
on both proximate and ultimate
explanations. This text builds
on the tradition of combining
data from laboratory and field
studies of animal behavior as a
means of understanding the
evolution and function of
cognition. In keeping with
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

contemporary terminology,
cognition refers to a wide
range of processes from
modification of simple reflexes
to abstract concept learning to
social interactions to the
expression of emotions, such as
guilt. These are examined
throughout the text in animal
groups ranging from insects to
great apes. A general theme
across chapters is that the
evolution of behavioral
patterns is adaptive, thereby
reflected in underlying neural
structures. Many of the authors
go on to examine the adaptive
significance of a behavior in
relation to a species' ecological
history in order to develop
theories of cognitive evolution.
These issues are becoming
increasingly important in a
world with rapidly changing
environments to which all
animals, including humans,
must adjust. A primary goal of
this volume is to introduce the
exciting field of animal
cognition to a new group of
young scientists. The editor
also hopes to encourage
experienced researchers to
expand their ideas of what
10/22
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constitutes animal cognition
and how it can be studied in
the future. From the editor's
own reading, one area of
potential growth is the
development of more formal
models of cognition to guide
quantitative predictions of
behavior. Although no chapter
focuses exclusively on humans,
readers should have no
difficulty extrapolating
research findings and theories
from other species to those of
our own. Differences are
clearly based on degree, not
kind.
Dog Is Love - Clive D. L. Wynne
2019
A pioneering canine behaviorist
draws on cutting-edge research
to show that a single, simple
trait--the capacity to love--is
what makes dogs such perfect
companions for humans, and to
explain how we can better
reciprocate their affection.
Wild Minds - Marc Hauser
2001-03
A psychology professor
journeys inside the minds of
different species of animals to
discover how animals think,
drawing on the latest research
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

into evolutionary theory and
cognitive science to examine
the intellectual, emotional, and
behavioral life of animals.
Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
The Cambridge Handbook of
Animal Cognition - Allison B.
Kaufman 2021-06-30
This handbook lays out the
science behind how animals
think, remember, create,
calculate, and remember. It
provides concise overviews on
major areas of study such as
animal communication and
language, memory and recall,
social cognition, social learning
and teaching, numerical and
quantitative abilities, as well as
innovation and problem
solving. The chapters also
explore more nuanced topics in
greater detail, showing how
the research was conducted
and how it can be used for
further study. The authors
range from academics working
in renowned university
departments to those from
research institutions and
practitioners in zoos. The
volume encompasses a wide
variety of species, ensuring the
breadth of the field is explored.
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Do Animals Think? - Clive D. L.
Wynne 2013-10-31
Does your dog know when
you've had a bad day? Can your
cat tell that the coffee pot you
left on might start a fire? Could
a chimpanzee be trained to
program your computer? In
this provocative book, noted
animal expert Clive Wynne
debunks some commonly held
notions about our furry friends.
It may be romantic to ascribe
human qualities to critters, he
argues, but it's not very
realistic. While animals are by
no means dumb, they don't
think the same way we do.
Contrary to what many popular
television shows would have us
believe, animals have neither
the "theory-of-mind"
capabilities that humans have
(that is, they are not conscious
of what others are thinking)
nor the capacity for higherlevel reasoning. So, in Wynne's
view, when Fido greets your
arrival by nudging your leg,
he's more apt to be asking for
dinner than commiserating
with your job stress. That's not
to say that animals don't
possess remarkable abilities-animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

and Do Animals Think?
explores countless examples:
there's the honeybee, which
not only remembers where it
found food but communicates
this information to its
hivemates through an
elaborate dance. And how
about the sonar-guided bat,
which locates flying insects in
the dark of night and devours
lunch on the wing? Engagingly
written, Do Animals Think?
takes aim at the work of such
renowned animal rights
advocates as Peter Singer and
Jane Goodall for falsely
humanizing animals. Far from
impoverishing our view of the
animal kingdom, however, it
underscores how the world is
richer for having such a
diversity of minds--be they of
the animal or human variety.
Comparative Cognition Edward A. Wasserman 2006
This text focuses on the
scientific study of animal
intelligence. It celebrates
comparative cognition's first
quarter century, with a
collection of chapters, covering
the realm of the scientific study
of animal intelligence.
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Animal Cognition in Nature
- Russell P. Balda 1998-09-09
In this book, the editors bring
together results from studies
on all kinds of animals to show
how thinking on many
behaviors as truly cognitive
processes can help us to
understand the biology
involved. Taking ideas and
observations from the while
range of research into animal
behavior leads to unexpected
and stimulating ideas. A space
is created where the work of
field ecologists, evolutionary
ecologists and experimental
psychologists can interact and
contribute to a greater
understanding of complex
animal behavior, and to the
development of a new and
coherent field of study.
Brain Evolution and
Cognition - Professor of
Zoology/Director of Brain
Research Institute Gerhard
Roth 2001
Publisher Description
Comparative Psychology Mauricio R Papini 2010-10-18
Comparative Psychology
(second edition) is a core
textbook for senior
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

undergraduate and graduate
courses in Comparative
Psychology, Animal Behavior,
and Evolutionary Psychology.
Its main goal is to introduce
the student to evolutionary and
developmental approaches to
the study of animal behavior.
The structure of the book
reflects the principal areas of
importance to psychology
students studying animal
behavior: evolution,
physiological issues, learning
and cognition, development,
and social evolution.
Throughout, this text includes
many examples drawn from the
study of human behavior,
highlighting general and basic
principles that apply broadly to
the animal kingdom.
Fundamentals of
Comparative Cognition Sara J. Shettleworth
2012-03-13
With the growing accessibility
of original journal articles and
papers, a staggering number of
professors teaching
junior/senior level courses are
turning away from the use of
textbooks in favor of primary
research papers. The
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Fundamentals of Cognition
series covers the main topics in
the field of Cognitive
Psychology, and will address
the need professors have for a
brief, yet detailed, overview of
specific topics in cognitive
psychology. The books in this
series will serve as a unifying
discussion of the topic and
provide continuity and
cohesion to the discussion of
primary research papers.
These primers will be written
by prominent cognitive
scientists with the ability to
write accessibly about complex
subjects. They will capture the
current state of this fast
moving field and reflect the
authors' views. Comparative
Cognition has countless
connections to the rest of
psychology and encompasses
the comparative and
evolutionary basis of
development and social
psychological processes as well
as every aspect of cognition.
Comparative research also
provides the basis for the
animal models used in
behavioral neuroscience and
genetics. This text on the
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

Fundamentals of Comparative
Cognition will convey the
richness and excitement of this
diverse field while addressing
the fundamental questions of
what makes us uniquely human
and what we share with other
creatures. Professors'
experience with Shettleworth's
graduate text and her clear,
direct, and interesting
writingstyle makes them very
excited about the possibility of
Shettleworth writing an
undergraduate text in this
field.
Chimpanzees in Context - Lydia
M. Hopper 2021-01-12
The study of the chimpanzee,
one of the human species’
closest relatives, has led
scientists to exciting
discoveries about evolution,
behavior, and cognition over
the past half century. In this
book, rising and veteran
scholars take a fascinating
comparative approach to the
culture, behavior, and
cognition of both wild and
captive chimpanzees. By
seeking new perspectives in
how the chimpanzee compares
to other species, the scientists
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featured offer a richer
understanding of the ways in
which chimpanzees’ unique
experiences shape their
behavior. They also
demonstrate how different
methodologies provide
different insights, how various
cultural experiences influence
our perspectives of
chimpanzees, and how
different ecologies in which
chimpanzees live affect how
they express themselves. After
a foreword by Jane Goodall, the
book features sections that
examine chimpanzee life
histories and developmental
milestones, behavior, methods
of study, animal
communication, cooperation,
communication, and tool use.
The book ends with chapters
that consider how we can apply
contemporary knowledge of
chimpanzees to enhance their
care and conservation.
Collectively, these chapters
remind us of the importance of
considering the social,
ecological, and cognitive
context of chimpanzee
behavior, and how these
contexts shape our
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

comprehension of
chimpanzees. Only by
leveraging these powerful
perspectives do we stand a
chance at improving how we
understand, care for, and
protect this species.
Adaptive Thinking - Gerd
Gigerenzer 2002-03-07
Where do new ideas come
from? What is social
intelligence? Why do social
scientists perform mindless
statistical rituals? This vital
book is about rethinking
rationality as adaptive
thinking: to understand how
minds cope with their
environments, both ecological
and social.Gerd Gigerenzer
proposes and illustrates a bold
new research program that
investigates the psychology of
rationality, introducing the
concepts of ecological,
bounded, and social rationality.
His path-breaking collection
takes research on thinking,
social intelligence, creativity,
and decision-making out of an
ethereal world where the laws
of logic and probability reign,
and places it into our real
world of human behavior and
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interaction. Adaptive Thinking
is accessibly written for
general readers with an
interest in psychology,
cognitive science, economics,
sociology, philosophy, artificial
intelligence, and animal
behavior. It also teaches a
practical audience, such as
physicians, AIDS counselors,
and experts in criminal law,
how to understand and
communicate uncertainties and
risks.
The Philosophy of Animal
Minds - Robert W. Lurz
2009-09-03
This volume is a collection of
fourteen essays by leading
philosophers on issues
concerning the nature,
existence, and our knowledge
of animal minds. The nature of
animal minds has been a topic
of interest to philosophers
since the origins of philosophy,
and recent years have seen
significant philosophical
engagement with the subject.
However, there is no volume
that represents the current
state of play in this important
and growing field. The purpose
of this volume is to highlight
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

the state of the debate. The
issues which are covered
include whether and to what
degree animals think in a
language or in iconic
structures, possess concepts,
are conscious, self-aware,
metacognize, attribute states of
mind to others, and have
emotions, as well as issues
pertaining to our knowledge of
and the scientific standards for
attributing mental states to
animals.
Domestic Dog Cognition and
Behavior - Alexandra Horowitz
2014-02-19
This book highlights the state
of the field in the new,
provocative line of research
into the cognition and behavior
of the domestic dog. Eleven
chapters from leading
researchers describe
innovative methods from
comparative psychology,
ethology and behavioral
biology, which are combined to
create a more comprehensive
picture of the behavior of Canis
familiaris than ever before.
Each of the book’s three parts
highlights one of the
perspectives relevant to
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providing a full understanding
of the dog. Part I covers the
perceptual abilities of dogs and
the effect of interbreeding.
Part II includes observational
and experimental results from
studies of social cognition –
such as learning and social
referencing – and physical
cognition in canids, while Part
III summarizes the work in the
field to date, reviewing various
conceptual and methodological
approaches and testing
anthropomorphisms with
regard to dogs. The final
chapter discusses the practical
application of behavioral and
cognitive results to promote
animal welfare. This volume
reflects a modern shift in
science toward considering and
studying domestic dogs for
their own sake, not only insofar
as they reflect back on human
beings.
Tools, Language and
Cognition in Human
Evolution - Kathleen R. Gibson
1993
Looks at how humans have
evolved complex behaviours
such as language and culture.
Animal Learning and
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

Cognition - John M. Pearce
2013-12-19
Animal Learning and
Cognition: An Introduction
provides an up-to-date review
of the principal findings from
more than a century of
research into animal
intelligence. This new edition
has been expanded to take
account of the many exciting
developments that have
occurred over the last ten
years. The book opens with a
historical survey of the
methods that have been used
to study animal intelligence,
and follows by summarizing the
contribution made by learning
processes to intelligent
behavior. Topics include
Pavlovian and instrumental
conditioning, discrimination
learning, and categorization.
The remainder of the book
focuses on animal cognition
and covers such topics as
memory, navigation, social
learning, language and
communication, and knowledge
representation. Expanded
areas include extinction (to
which an entire chapter is now
devoted), navigation in insects,
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episodic memory in birds,
imitation in birds and primates,
and the debate about whether
primates are aware of mental
states in themselves and
others. Issues raised
throughout the book are
reviewed in a concluding
chapter that examines how
intelligence is distributed
throughout the animal
kingdom. The broad spectrum
of topics covered in this book
ensures that it will be of
interest to students of
psychology, biology, zoology,
and neuroscience. Since very
little background knowledge is
required, the book will be of
equal value to anyone simply
interested in either animal
intelligence, or the animal
origins of human intelligence.
This textbook is accompanied
by online instructor resources
which are free of charge to
departments who adopt this
book as their text. They include
chapter-by-chapter lecture
slides, an interactive chapterby-chapter multiple-choice
question test bank, and
multiple-choice questions in
paper and pen format.
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

Cognitive Ecology - Reuven
Dukas 1998-07-06
Cognitive Ecology lays the
foundations for a field of study
that integrates theory and data
from evolutionary ecology and
cognitive science to investigate
how animal interactions with
natural habitats shape
cognitive systems, and how
constraints imposed on nervous
systems limit or bias animal
behavior. Using critical
literature reviews and
theoretical models, the
contributors provide new
insights and raise novel
questions about the adaptive
design of specific brain
capacities and about optimal
behavior subject to the
computational capabilities of
brains.
Comparative Cognition - Mary
C. Olmstead 2015-01-15
This book introduces cognitive
processes and animal
behaviour across species,
integrating classic studies and
contemporary research in
psychology, biology and
neuroscience.
Bird Minds - Gisela Kaplan
2015-08-03
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In her comprehensive and
carefully crafted book, Gisela
Kaplan demonstrates how
intelligent and emotional
Australian birds can be. She
describes complex behaviours
such as grieving, deception,
problem solving and the use of
tools. Many Australian birds
cooperate and defend each
other, and exceptional ones go
fishing by throwing
breadcrumbs in the water,
extract poisonous parts from
prey and use tools to crack
open eggshells and mussels.
The author brings together
evidence of many such
cognitive abilities, suggesting
plausible reasons for their
appearance in Australian birds.
Bird Minds is the first attempt
to shine a critical and scientific
light on the cognitive
behaviour of Australian land
birds. In this fascinating
volume, the author also
presents recent changes in our
understanding of the avian
brain and links these to life
histories and longevity.
Following on from Gisela’s
well-received books on the
Australian Magpie and the
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

Tawny Frogmouth, as well as
two earlier titles on birds, Bird
Minds contends that the unique
and often difficult conditions of
Australia's environment have
been crucial for the evolution
of unusual complexities in
avian cognition and behaviour.
Learning - Jerome Frieman
2015-07-29
Learning: A Behavioral,
Cognitive, and Evolutionary
Synthesis by Jerome Frieman
and Steve Reilly provides an
integrated account of the
psychological processes
involved in learning and
conditioning and their
influence on human behavior.
With a skillful blend of
behavioral, cognitive, and
evolutionary themes, the text
explores various types of
learning as adaptive
specialization that evolved
through natural selection.
Robust pedagogy and relevant
examples bring concepts to life
in this unique and accessible
approach to the field.
Encyclopedia of Animal
Cognition and Behavior Jennifer Vonk 2022-04-01
This encyclopedia,
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representing one of the most
multi-disciplinary areas of
research, is a comprehensive
examination of the key areas in
animal cognition and behavior.
It will serve as a
complementary resource to the
handbooks and journals that
have emerged in the last
decade on this topic, and will
be a useful resource for
student and researcher alike.
With comprehensive coverage
of this field, key concepts will
be explored. These include
social cognition, prey and
predator detection, habitat
selection, mating and
parenting, development,
genetics, physiology, memory,
learning and perception.
Attention is also given to
animal-human co-evolution and
interaction, and animal
welfare. All entries are under
the purview of acknowledged
experts in the field.
Fish Cognition and Behavior Culum Brown 2008-04-15
The study of animal cognition
has been largely confined to
birds and mammals; a
historical bias which has led to
the belief that learning plays
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

little or no part in the
development of behaviour in
fishes and reptiles. Research in
recent decades has begun to
redress this misconception and
it is now recognised that fishes
exhibit a rich array of
sophisticated behaviour with
impressive learning capabilities
entirely comparable with those
of mammals and other
terrestrial animals. In this
fascinating book an
international team of experts
have been brought together to
explore all major areas of fish
learning, including: foraging
skills Predator recognition
Social organisation and
learning Welfare and pain Fish
Cognition and Behavior is an
important contribution to all
fish biologists and ethologists
and contains much information
of commercial importance for
fisheries managers and
aquaculture personnel.
Libraries in universities and
research establishments will
find it an important addition to
their shelves.
Dog Behaviour, Evolution, and
Cognition - Ádám Miklósi 2009
The first book to summarize
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the burgeoning research
literature on the behavioural
ecology of the dog. It presents
a new ecological approach to
the understanding of dog
behaviour and highlights
directions for future research.
Providing links to human and
primate behaviour research, it
will appeal to anyone
interested in behavioural
ecology.
Cognitive Ecology of
Pollination - Lars Chittka
2005-08-22
Important breakthroughs have
recently been made in our
understanding of the cognitive
and sensory abilities of
pollinators, such as how
pollinators perceive, memorize,
and react to floral signals and
rewards; how they work
flowers, move among
inflorescences, and transport
pollen. These new findings
have obvious implications for
the evolution of floral display
and diversity, but most existing
publications are scattered
across a wide range of journals
in very different research
traditions. This book brings
together outstanding scholars
animal-cognition-evolution-behavior-and-cognition

from many different fields of
pollination biology, integrating
the work of neuroethologists
and evolutionary ecologists to
present a multidisciplinary
approach.
Animal Cognition - Clive D. L.
Wynne 2001
Covering a wide range of key
topics, from reasoning and
communication to sensation
and complex problem-solving,
this engagingly-written text
presents a comprehensive
survey of contemporary
research on animal cognition.
Written for anyone with an
interest in animal cognition,
but without a background in
animal behaviour, it
endeavours to explain what
makes animals tick. With
numerous illustrations and
including exciting recent
studies from many little-studied
species (such as the weakly
electric African fish), this text
is ideal for psychology students
who are interested in how
much of our human cognition is
shared by other species, for
students of biology who want
to know how complex animal
behaviour can get, and for all
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those with an interest in the
animal mind.
Animal Cognition - Clive D.L.
Wynne 2017-09-16
What occupies the mind of an
animal? To what extent do they
experience consciousness? Is
there such a thing as culture in
the animal kingdom? For those
new to this fascinating topic,
this innovative text delivers an
apt and comprehensive
introduction to the rich and
complex world of animal
behaviour and cognition.
Discover pivotal case studies
and experiments that have
irrevocably shaped how we
view the psychological and
social lives of animals and
discover such key cognitive
topics as memory,
communication and sensory
perception. Projecting an
insightful scope into the
cognitive world of animals,
from considering the use of
tools in birds to the dance
communication system of the
honey bee, Wynne and Udell
analyse and explain the
importance of the observations
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and studies that have led to the
greater understanding of how
animals learn, perceive social
relations, form concepts,
experience time and navigate
space. Written with the
student-reader in mind, this
text provides the ideal
introduction to this excitingly
progressive field in psychology
to any undergraduate
undertaking courses in animal
behaviour and comparative
psychology. This book is for
those who desire to learn an
up-to-date history of
cornerstone theories in the
field thus far and gain a
comprehensive introductory
understanding into the function
and evolution of the broad
range of cognitive and
behavioural faculties in
animals. New to this Edition: 'Focus on the data' boxes intext exploring the scientific
foundation of theories and
debates - Authors have taken
care to ensure that this 2nd
edition has been thoroughly
expanded and updated
according to the latest results
in research
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